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There is a yellow box. It is low to the ground and not very large. It has four equal sides and contains 
an empty space inside. It is a wooden box. It feels friendly here. There is one gray smooth oval stone 
placed in the foreground left side corner inside the box. The stone feels like a bar of soap. The lid of 
the box can be closed. There is a soft red inside the box. 

The box is sitting on a table. 

I look at the bullets of the target categories. Water and lifeform make a strong signal downward 
saying no. Energy shrinks into a dot in the center of the bullet saying no. Structure remains 
somewhat spread out but does not rise up. Land remains spread out. Mountain does something I do 
not recognize. Based on this I can rule out water and lifeform and energy. 

8:14 PM End session. 
Choice: Structure. 

1. structure
2. mountain
3. land
4. energy
5. lifeform
6. water

Box containing a gray smooth oval stone in one corner and soft red. Such an initial element could 
only be consistent with it being a structure out of these six categories.

Feedback: Shoot, it was the lava crater again, I could have done it would I have worked for longer. 
The target photo does indeed show a container with an empty space inside, rocks inside is plausible, 
and a soft red inside. Silly me I should have continued to investigate the elements. I am getting 
bored and lazy because of the format of these targets, but I am happy as I see the correlation 
between my initial impressions/initial elements (as no further work was made, and not even all 
initial elements were gathered until completion with possibly more being there) and no probing or 
further work was done. But the correlation is there, I am happy to see that... 

... I am getting frustrated with ProjectX targets (more than before), because of the reward system 



that only acknowledges the correct category chosen, so I am constantly being told FAIL and BAD 
WORK when I choose the wrong category, even if my remote viewing was a good description and 
had the main elements of the target, so as I like to say I am "unlearning RV" by doing these. Now 
getting lazy and just hoping to "get the points". 

I see in this one and the previous one that I am indeed consistent with targets, I AM still remote 
viewing even though the software wants me to think that I am not remote viewing since I am 
choosing the wrong category. I see that I am remote viewing, so I can tell myself that and relax and 
keep going forward, with proper full exhaustive gathering of initial elements, probing of elements in 
secondary stage, the whole works. Good work, just keep doing what I am doing, and never mind the 
"unlearning setup" of the ProjectX system. 

7331 - 8053
ELEMENTS LISTING

IE. Yellow box, low to the ground, not very large. Four equal sides, empty space inside. Wooden box. 

IE. One smooth light gray oval shaped stone placed in the foreground left side corner inside the box. 
Feels like a bar of soap. The lid of the box can be closed. 

IE. Soft red inside the box. 

IE. Box is sitting on a table. 


